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Chapter 2371 “Kindred spirits”(1) 

The guest outside the door was Xia ruofei. 

In fact, when Xia ruofei used his spiritual power to investigate, he also discovered Daka’s existence and 

was shocked. 

Xia ruofei did not hear the first half of the conversation between the high priest manchila and Daka, but 

he did hear the part where manchila ordered Daka to head to Basoko town to investigate the explosion 

case. 

Therefore, he was already 100% sure that this highly respected high priest manchila of arulei was the 

leader of the Kongtong modr organization, Satan, his main target for his trip to Africa. 

To Xia ruofei’s surprise, the pure and happy – looking black young man who had a good impression of 

Huaxia, Daka, was actually a follower of the priest. 

However, from the conversation between the high priest and Daka, Xia ruofei had a preliminary 

conclusion. Daka did not know that the high priest was the leader of the modr, Satan. Otherwise, the 

high priest would not have to be so secretive. 

Just as Xia ruofei was about to listen for a while more to see if there was any more useful information, 

the high priest actually discovered his whereabouts! 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but raise his eyebrows. With his ability to hide his tracks and conceal his aura, it 

was basically impossible for ordinary people to discover him. 

It seemed that this high priest was indeed not ordinary! 

However, Xia ruofei did not hide. Instead, he walked out of his hiding place and stood at the door, 

waiting. 

He had absolute confidence in his own strength. Even if he were to encounter a cultivator who was 

stronger than him, Xia ruofei believed that he would have no problem escaping. 

He only needed to avoid the other party’s detection for a short time to be able to take out the spirit map 

scroll and hide inside it. 

The spirit painting scroll was so small that it would not be easy for the enemy to discover it if it was 

hidden in any crevice. 

Furthermore, the high priest was only alerted when he was already close to the small courtyard. It could 

be seen that even if he had some small skills, they were not very high. 

Hence, Xia ruofei was still very confident. 

In the courtyard. 

Daka didn’t notice any movement outside, but he had absolute faith in the high priest’s abilities, so he 

immediately nodded and said,””Yes, high priest!” 



After saying that, Daka quickly walked out and passed through the courtyard to the door. 

When Daka opened the door and saw Xia ruofei standing at the entrance, he was stunned. 

He recognized the person in front of him. It was the Asian he had seen at the temple. He had mistook 

him for his new friend, Xia Tian. 

“Friend,” said Daka immediately,”you have left the tourist area. This is the private residence of the 

Honorable high priest. Please leave immediately!” 

At this moment, high priest manchila’s voice came out of the house,””Daka! It’s not the right way to 

treat a guest by keeping them outside the door. Sir, since you’re already here, please come in and have 

a seat!” 

Xia ruofei smiled.”Thank you for your invitation, high priest. I will accept your invitation!” 

Daka was slightly taken aback. Even though he did not understand, he was absolutely obedient to the 

high priest’s orders, so he stepped aside and made an inviting gesture. 

After Xia ruofei entered, Daka immediately closed the door and quickly caught up to Xia ruofei. He 

whispered,””Sir, the high priest has a very high status in arulei. Everyone here respects him very much. 

Please pay attention to your manners.” 

Xia ruofei looked at Daka with interest and nodded with a smile. 

After passing through the small courtyard, Xia ruofei followed Daka to the small living room of the 

bungalow. 

High priest manchila sat on the chair and looked at Xia ruofei with his deep eyes, revealing a hint of 

enigma. 

Xia ruofei also had a faint smile on his face as he looked at the seemingly harmless high priest. 

At the same time, Xia ruofei could feel the sensor Jade Leaf on his chest getting hotter. It was obvious 

that the world stone was in this small house. 

Thinking of this, Xia ruofei could not help but feel excited. 

The high priest made an inviting gesture and said,””My friend from the mysterious East, please take a 

seat!” 

This time, Xia ruofei’s appearance had obvious Southeast Asian characteristics. In the eyes of Africans, 

they were also Easterners, so Xia ruofei was not surprised. He smiled and nodded, then sat down on the 

chair opposite the high priest. 

The high priest looked at Xia ruofei deeply and said to Daka,””Daka, go and make two cups of tea! Use 

the good tea you brought back from China last time. ” 

“Yes, high priest!” “Understood,” replied Dorka. 

He didn’t know why the high priest was so polite to this plain – looking southeast Asian man, but he still 

went to the room on the left to find tea leaves to make tea. 



The high priest smiled at Xia ruofei and said,””Friend from the East, let me introduce myself. I am 

Manzila, the high priest of arulei. I wonder how I should address you?” 

Xia ruofei made up a name and said,””High priest, I’m from siam, you can just call me su Cai.” 

A hint of disappointment appeared in Manzila’s eyes, but he concealed it well. He smiled and said,””So 

you’re from Siamese, Mr. Surchai. I thought you were Chinese ... I’m sorry, but in our eyes, all Asians 

look the same. My student, Daka, knows the East better, so I think he can tell.” 

Xia ruofei’s heart skipped a beat. He had a feeling that this high priest was not simple. More 

importantly, there were realm stones in the high priest’s room. Hence, he could not rule out the 

possibility that this high priest had something to do with the cultivation world. 

Now that Manzila mentioned Huaxia, Xia ruofei’s curiosity was piqued. 

Xia ruofei smiled.”Actually, I’m half Chinese. My grandfather and mother are both from China.” 

Xia ruofei made up a simple story and told Manzila,””My grandfather went to siam from China in his 

early years and married a local woman, who gave birth to my father. My father fell in love with my 

mother when he was studying in China, and then we had me. So ... Strictly speaking, I have three 

quarters of Chinese blood. ” 

The high priest looked very interested and smiled,””I see ...” 

At this moment, Decca came over with two cups of tea on a tray. 

“Please have some tea!” Daka said respectfully. 

The high priest nodded and said,”Daka, you can leave first!” Remember to complete the task I gave 

you!” 

“Yes, high priest!” Said Darka as he bowed slightly. 

Then, he nodded to the high priest and Xia ruofei, walked out of the house, and left the courtyard. 

Xia ruofei heaved a sigh of relief when he saw that Daka had left. If the black man had stayed, he would 

have been in a difficult position. 

This was because he was definitely going to meet Manzilla, the leader of the modr organization, on the 

battlefield. The politeness he was showing now was just an act. The two of them did not fall out with 

each other and were only testing each other, hoping to get more information from each other. 

Besides, Xia ruofei was confident that he could defeat the high priest. If Daka was still here, Xia ruofei 

would have to keep him in the spirit map space to keep the secret. 

According to the previous information, Daka was not involved with the modr organization. Even if he did 

help Manzilla, he would not have to bear the consequences of life imprisonment. 

Now that the high priest Manzilla had sent Daka away and told him to go to Basoko town according to 

the original plan, it was exactly what Xia ruofei wanted. 



After Daka left, Manzila smiled and said,””Mr. Su Cai, you have Chinese blood in you, I wonder if you can 

speak Chinese?” 

The two of them had been conversing in English. Xia ruofei nodded and said in Chinese,””Of course! I’ve 

been learning Chinese since I was young, and I communicate with my elders in Chinese at home!” 

Manzila was very happy to hear this, and also changed to Chinese,”Then let’s communicate in Chinese! 

My Chinese isn’t very good, please forgive me!” 

Manzilla’s Chinese was not particularly good. Many of his pronunciations had a strange accent, which 

was different from the Chinese spoken by foreigners in Europe and the United States. In short, it 

sounded strange. His Chinese standard was much worse than that of Dorka, but at least he could 

understand it. 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded. 

Manzila looked at Xia ruofei deeply and said,”If I’m not wrong, Mr. Su Cai and I should be the same kind 

of person, because no one has ever been able to get close to that position before I found out. I think we 

should be able to exchange some insights ...” 

Xia ruofei came to a sudden realization. He had a rough guess in his heart, but he still needed to verify it. 

Hence, Xia ruofei smiled and asked,”I wonder what kind of thoughts high priest would like to share?” 

Manzila laughed and said,”of course it’s the mysterious Eastern witchcraft!” Surely Mister su Cai 

wouldn’t refuse the invitation of a fellow ... Fellow Daoist?” 

After saying that, a smile appeared on Manzila’s face. He clenched his hand into a claw and pulled back 

at a wooden carving hanging on the wall. The palm – sized wooden carving was directly pulled over and 

flew into his hand. 

This high priest had indeed come into contact with cultivation methods! Xia ruofei cried out in his heart. 

However, at the same time, he did not know whether to laugh or cry, because Manzila actually called 

the cultivation method “Eastern witchcraft”. He reckoned that this black old man was also half – baked, 

and most likely “self – taught”, and had not come into contact with the complete cultivation system. 

Manzila revealed a proud look and smiled at Xia ruofei.”Mr. Su Cai, how’s my telekinesis? Can you give 

me some comments?” 

Telekinesis was a test of one’s spiritual power. Seeing manzilaru’s move, Xia ruofei already had an idea. 

Manzilla obviously thought that he had finally met someone who was on the same path as him and 

hoped to communicate with him. Maybe he could have some sparks of inspiration. At least, it was better 

than him working behind closed doors. 

However, Xia ruofei didn’t want to continue with his pretense. 

“Not bad, Mr. Satan!” He said with a smile. 

Manzila was originally full of smiles, but when he heard the word “Satan,” his face suddenly changed ... 



Chapter 2372 Difficult win_The high priest Manzila’s face turned extremely ugly, and the warm smile on 

his face became a little ferocious. 

He didn’t open his mouth to explain. Since Xia ruofei had said the word “Satan”, it meant that he had 

already discovered his identity. Any explanation now would be in vain. 

Manzilla was shocked because the identity of “Satan” was a top secret. No one knew about it except for 

boa constrictor. There was no need to doubt the loyalty of Boak. His mind was in a mess. He could not 

believe that this Eastern man had exposed his secret identity. 

However, Manzila was also a fierce and ambitious person. He was very decisive and ruthless in dealing 

with problems. 

After Xia ruofei said the word “Satan”, Manzila was only dazed for a moment. Then, he did not hide the 

murderous aura on his body at all and hit Xia ruofei with his palm. 

Xia ruofei was already prepared. He could feel the violent energy fluctuation in Manzila’s palm, so he 

slightly tilted his body to avoid it. 

Xia ruofei felt a scorching hot air brush past him and hit the brick floor, causing many small stones to fly 

up and leaving a small pit on the brick. 

From the first contact, Xia ruofei could tell that Manzila was at refined Qi Level 3. Although he felt very 

strange that an African Black man had cultivated the Daoist techniques of Huaxia, at least for now, this 

cultivator could not threaten him. 

That was enough. As long as Manzila was suppressed by Xia ruofei, he would be imprisoned for life. 

A faint smile hung on Xia ruofei’s lips as he moved like lightning. The short distance between the two of 

them disappeared in the blink of an eye, and in the blink of an eye, he had already arrived beside 

Manzila. 

Xia ruofei’s palms, which were filled with true energy, slammed towards Manzila’s face. 

Manzila immediately sensed danger, but Xia ruofei’s speed was too fast. He did not have time to react or 

dodge. He could only grit his teeth and cross his arms, hoping to block Xia ruofei’s attack. 

At that moment, Xia ruofei’s palms were firmly imprinted on Manzila’s forearms. 

With a crack, Manzila let out a muffled groan, and his whole body flew out and knocked into the simple 

table next to him. The pots and pans on the table fell to the ground with a clatter. 

Manzila also fell to the ground. His face was very serious. He did not expect Xia ruofei to be so strong. 

Both of his arms were broken after the first exchange, and he had lost half of his combat power. 

After Xia ruofei’s attack, he didn’t stop at all. He stomped on the ground and shot towards Manzilla. 

Then, he stomped on Manzilla’s thigh. Unlike the other members of the modr organization that Xia Rufei 

had dealt with in the past two days, Manzilla was a true cultivator. Hence, Xia ruofei didn’t hold back at 

all. The first thing he wanted to do was to make Manzilla lose the ability to resist. 



Manzila’s arms were broken, and his mobility was affected. Facing Xia ruofei’s continuous and fierce 

attacks, he could only roll awkwardly to avoid the kick. 

Xia ruofei’s foot stomped heavily on the floor tiles, leaving a deep footprint. 

He fell in Manzila’s direction, turned around, and elbowed Manzila’s leg. 

Xia ruofei’s movements were too fast, and Manzila had no way to Dodge. Another bone – chilling crack 

was heard, and Manzila’s right leg was twisted in an irregular way. 

Manzila suddenly felt a sharp pain, and a large amount of cold sweat appeared on his forehead. He 

could not help but scream, and the muscles on his face trembled. 

Xia ruofei did not show any mercy. He stretched out his hands from the ground and grabbed Manzilla’s 

other leg. With a twist, he broke Manzilla’s leg. 

In just a few seconds, Manzila had completely lost the ability to move, let alone fight. 

Xia ruofei stood up and looked at Manzila coldly. 

The muscles on Manzila’s face were twisted because of the pain, and his teeth were chattering 

uncontrollably. This was not because of fear, but because of the intense pain. 

Manzila panted heavily as he squeezed out a smile at Xia ruofei. He said in a trembling voice,”Amazing! I 

... Admire you ...” 

Xia ruofei was not in the mood to talk nonsense with Manzila. He directly followed the spiritual hypnosis 

method and shrouded Manzila with his spiritual force. 

Xia ruofei had thought that this would be a piece of cake and was ready to start the interrogation. 

However, to his surprise, Manzila’s eyes only showed a brief moment of confusion, but he quickly 

regained his clarity. 

“Eh?” Xia ruofei mumbled to himself,”interesting ...” 

“You ... What did you ... Do to me?” Manzila asked in horror. 

Xia ruofei did not care. He increased the intensity of his spiritual force and tried to hypnotize Manzila for 

the second time. 

This time, Manzila was on guard and did not even lose focus for a moment. There was only a trace of 

panic in his eyes. 

Xia ruofei did not believe it. Once again, he gathered his spiritual power and continued to attack 

Manzila. 

Chapter 2373 Difficult win_This time, Manzilla finally understood. He used his spiritual power to resist as 

he said,”You want to break ... Break my spiritual force defense, right? don’t waste your time ... It’s 

impossible!” 

In the back and forth tug – of – War, Xia ruofei could finally accurately judge that Manzila’s spiritual 

power cultivation was at the middle stage of the ethereal heart palpitations. If it corresponded to his 



true Qi cultivation, it should be at refined Qi Level 5. However, in reality, Manzila’s true Qi cultivation 

was only at refined Qi Level 3. 

It seemed that this was another person whose mental power cultivation had surpassed his true Qi 

cultivation! Xia ruofei thought to himself. 

Manzila’s situation was quite similar to Xia ruofei ‘S. Xia ruofei was the same. In his cultivation career, 

his spiritual power cultivation was always higher than his genuine Qi cultivation, and it was several levels 

higher. 

And now, he was a whole realm higher. Xia ruofei’s spiritual power had broken through a whole realm 

and reached the harmonious spirit realm. 

Although there was a big difference between the two’s spiritual power, Manzila’s spiritual power 

Technique was obviously more special. Moreover, he only needed to defend, so for a short time, they 

were on the same level. This stalemate lasted for four to five minutes. 

“Young man, give up!” Manzila gasped. You can kill me, but you can’t break my spiritual defense! There 

was such a big commotion here just now, the staff of the temple will come over to check soon, you don’t 

have enough time! Unless you kill all the staff of the temple! However, the capital is so close to us. With 

such a huge commotion, the Army will be here soon ...” 

Xia ruofei frowned slightly. To be honest, a few workers of the temple could not do anything to him. 

Even if the arulei Army came, Xia ruofei would not care about this Motley Army. Their combat power 

was not even comparable to the modr mercenary group. They would be chopped into pieces if they 

came. 

It was just that Xia ruofei was not used to killing the innocent. Be it the workers of the temple or the 

arulei Army, they did not commit such a serious crime. 

However, Manzila was also very important. 

It could be said that Xia ruofei’s main target in Africa was the leader of the modr organization, whose 

codename was Satan. 

If he could not get Manzila to talk, he would not be able to find the mastermind behind song Qiming’s 

assassination. He could not place his hopes on bassoon, the head of the dark shadow team, to get 

information. What if bassoon did not know anything, too? Wouldn’t the clues be broken? 

Moreover, there were very few cultivators nowadays. Xia ruofei was very interested in this African man 

who had practiced Chinese Daoist techniques. There were also the precious world stones. All of this had 

to be done with Manzila’s permission. 

Xia ruofei had a headache. 

In the current situation, it was impossible to hypnotize Manzila in a short time. 

In addition, because his spiritual power defense was very strong, Xia ruofei could not directly put him 

into the spirit map space. 

Xia ruofei squinted his eyes and thought for a while. Soon, he came up with an idea. 



He grinned at Manzila, and then with a thought, he took out the set of array flags from the spirit map 

space. 

Seeing Xia ruofei pull something out of thin air, Manzila temporarily forgot about his disadvantageous 

situation. His eyes lit up and he asked,”This ... This was taken out from a storage treasure? You actually 

have a storage treasure?” 

“You should be more concerned about your current situation,” Xia ruofei said indifferently. 

With that, he waved his hand and the array flags immediately floated in different directions, landing in 

their respective positions. 

Xia ruofei picked Manzila up and brought him into the time array flag. 

“This ... This is ...” Manzila looked at the array flags around him nervously. 

He soon noticed the difference in the flow of time between the inside and outside. In fact, this was 

thanks to his careful observation. A leaf outside the window was falling. However, when he entered the 

range of the array flags, he immediately discovered that the fallen leaf seemed to have stopped in the 

air. If one observed carefully, they would notice that the leaves were still falling, but the speed of their 

descent had slowed down by dozens of times, giving off a sense of stillness. 

“You can actually control time!” Manzila’s shock could not be any greater. 

Xia ruofei looked at Manzila and said,””I didn’t expect Mr. Satan to have such good eyes ...” 

After saying this, Xia ruofei did not waste any more time. He gathered his spiritual force and pressed it 

towards Manzila. Manzila quickly resisted with all his might. 

In fact, Xia ruofei’s idea was very simple. He just wanted to buy more time. 

What he lacked the most right now was time. 

If Xia ruofei was given enough time, Manzila would definitely not be able to hold on. As there was a 

huge difference in their spiritual power, the total amount of their spiritual power was also very 

different. Xia ruofei continued to attack while Manzila’s spiritual power was constantly being consumed. 

Although Xia ruofei was also consuming his spiritual power, his total amount of spiritual power was 

much greater than Manzila ‘s. Moreover, he could also use spiritual water to replenish his spiritual 

power. Under such circumstances, it would be a miracle if Manzila could hold on! 

The time array flag was to buy time for Xia ruofei. 

Within the range of the formation, Xia ruofei sat on a Jade futon and continued to attack Manzila with 

his spiritual power. 

This Jade futon was from the stone room in the mountain sea realm in the spirit map space. It had a 

good auxiliary effect on the recovery of spiritual power, so Xia ruofei simply took it out from the space. 

Manzilla’s face became very ugly. He could clearly feel that his mental power was being consumed little 

by little, and the other party seemed to never know fatigue, and his mental power was pressing on him 

as if it was free. 



Manzilla soon felt that his spiritual power was a little difficult to continue. At this time, he saw that the 

fallen leaf was still in the air outside the array, which meant that it could only be outside the array for a 

breath or two. His only hope had been destroyed, and Manzilla’s face became quite ugly. 

He managed to hold on for almost half an hour, and his mental energy was finally close to exhaustion. 

Manzila felt a dull pain in his head, which was a sign of overexertion. 

He looked at Xia ruofei who was opposite him. The last bit of hope in his heart had disappeared. Xia 

ruofei’s expression was still very relaxed. It was obvious that he still had a lot of spiritual energy. 

How could they fight? 

Manzila closed his eyes bitterly and gave up resisting with his spiritual power. 

Naturally, Xia ruofei would not let go of such an opportunity. He directly increased the pressure of his 

spiritual force. Manzila’s eyes struggled for a while, and finally became confused and lost its usual spirit. 

Xia ruofei did not take the opportunity to put Manzila into the medium as the environment in the 

medium was very good. Manzila would be able to recover her spiritual power quickly after she went in, 

and the external injuries that she had suffered today would probably heal faster. If Xia ruofei wanted to 

break through Manzila’s spiritual defense line again, he would have to spend a lot of time and effort. 

Hence, Xia ruofei kept the time formation flag running while he asked Manzila. 

“Where did you hide the world stones you collected?” Xia ruofei’s first question was about the world 

stone. 

“World stone?” Manzila was confused. 

Obviously, Manzila did not know that there was a precious treasure from China in his collection. 

“It’s a little like a black stone, but it gives off a very heavy feeling. It should be able to be separated from 

ordinary stones.” Xia ruofei said,”think again. Where did you hide the world stone?” 

Xia ruofei’s simple description allowed Manzila to find the item that fit the criteria. He said,””There’s a 

secret room built in my bedroom. All my things are inside, including a large black stone. It might be very 

similar to the world stone you’re talking about. ” 

Xia ruofei did not notice that Manzila had said “big rock”. He quickly wrote down Manzila’s confession 

and the password needed to find and open the secret room. 

He only recorded the information and did not search for it immediately. 

As the interrogation was still ongoing, Xia ruofei had many important questions that Manzila had to 

answer. 

Xia ruofei continued,”tell me about it. Some time ago, you sent out a small group of assassins to 

assassinate a Huaxia official, song Qiming.” I need to know the instigator of this case, your client, and his 

detailed information. “ 

Chapter 2374 Backtrack (1) 



Manzila had already fallen into a Deep State of hypnosis, so he did not have any resistance to Xia 

ruofei’s question. He said,”The dark shadow team has carried out a lot of missions. I can’t remember 

clearly what you said about going to China for a mission, but there are detailed records in the secret 

room’s computer ...” 

Xia ruofei nodded. It was good enough that they could find the source. 

At the same time, Xia ruofei felt that it was funny. If Manzila knew that the reason for the fall of the 

modr organization was because of that assassination mission that he could not even remember, he 

wondered what expression Manzila would have on his face. 

Then, Xia ruofei asked the other two Members of Parliament from the modr organization about the 

details of Boulder Douglas who was in charge of the mercenary group and the wizard Bason who was in 

charge of the shadow team. He verified the confessions of Golden Fox merendo and snake Boa. 

Xia ruofei asked in detail and asked all the questions that he could think of. The hypnotized Manzila also 

told him everything she knew. 

In the end, Xia ruofei decided to throw Manzila into the spirit map space and lock him up in a separate 

space cage. 

Manzila, who was in a Deep State of hypnosis, did not resist at all and was directly taken into the space. 

Then, Xia ruofei walked out of the time formation and took back all the formation flags. Without wasting 

a second, he walked into Manzila’s bedroom on the right. 

Manzila had already explained the situation in the secret room in detail, so Xia ruofei went straight to 

the heavy stone statue in the corner of the bedroom. 

Xia ruofei followed Manzila’s instructions and turned the stone 90 degrees counterclockwise. After 

hearing a light crack, he pressed it down slightly. 

There was a sudden rumbling sound, and the two large cabinets in the bedroom slowly separated to the 

left and right, revealing a dark entrance on the floor. 

Xia ruofei released his spiritual power to investigate as he walked towards the entrance of the secret 

room. 

He took a closer look and saw a flight of stairs extending down from the entrance of the cave. Although 

it was dark inside and he couldn’t see clearly, everything was clear under the detection of his spiritual 

power. 

Xia ruofei didn’t notice any danger, so he stepped onto the first step. 

After going down a few steps, the cave entrance was above him. Xia ruofei reached out and touched the 

wall. As expected, he saw a bump. Without hesitation, he pressed it down slightly. 

With a rumbling sound, the hole above them was sealed again. 



Xia ruofei was mainly concerned about the commotion caused by the fight with Manzila outside. The 

building where the staff of the temple were staying was not far from the courtyard. It was hard to 

guarantee that no one would hear the noise and come to check. 

Now that he had closed the entrance to the secret chamber, he had plenty of time to explore it. 

Although it was called exploration, it was not really challenging. 

Because Manzila was under the state of hypnosis, he had already explained everything clearly. He had 

clearly explained what valuable things were stored in the secret chamber. 

Xia ruofei continued to walk down. After the entrance of the cave closed, the tunnel returned to 

extreme darkness. However, Xia ruofei’s vision was extremely strong. Even without using his spiritual 

power, he could see clearly under the dim light. 

After a while, he arrived in front of a heavy iron gate. 

This iron door was equipped with a password disk, which required a 16 – digit password that contained 

numbers, letters, and even special symbols. 

The multiple protective measures were originally to better ensure safety. It was just that when this 

secret chamber was first set up, it was certainly not expected that Satan would one day be captured, 

and that he would confess all the secrets of this secret chamber without resistance. 

Under such circumstances, no amount of protection would be of any use. 

Xia ruofei entered the password skillfully. As expected, the password dial beeped lightly, indicating that 

the password was correct. 

Then, the iron door slowly opened. 

Behind the metal door was a secret room that was about 40 to 50 square meters in size. 

Xia ruofei walked into the secret room. The first thing he did was to walk to one of the corners. 

At this moment, the sensory Jade Leaf on his chest was burning hot, and the White realm Fox Bai 

Qingqing in the spirit map space was roaring madly. 

Actually, Xia ruofei had already noticed the black “big rock” in the corner of the room the moment he 

entered. 

Xia ruofei was already very familiar with the aura of the realm stone. That black stone was clearly the 

realm stone! 

However, it was different from the standard – sized world stone he had in mind. This world stone was so 

large that it exceeded his expectations. It was the size of a washbasin. If it was really cut into standard – 

sized pieces, there would probably be dozens of them. 

Xia ruofei’s breathing became a little rushed and he was so excited that his body trembled slightly. This 

unintentional harvest was even more than the world stones he had obtained at green travel Immortal 

Island. 



The last time he was in green travel Immortal Island, he had gone through a lot of hardships and almost 

lost his life there. In the end, he had only obtained 35 world stones. 

On the other hand, apart from Manzila, who was a little more difficult to deal with, everything had been 

smooth on his way back to arulei. 

Even Manzila was only a Qi refining Level 3 cultivator, so defeating him was not difficult at all. The 

reason why he had to go through some trouble was mainly to make him talk. Otherwise, it would not be 

considered a difficult task. 

It was a surprise to Xia ruofei that he could actually obtain such a huge world stone from this half – a – 

Tour trip to Africa. 

Chapter 2375 Backtrack (2) 

Xia ruofei touched the world stone and couldn’t help but smile. 

With a thought, the world stone disappeared from the secret room with a’ whoosh’. In the next 

moment, the entire realm stone appeared in the spirit map’s space. Xia ruofei had sealed it up with 

layers of space cages. He had done this to guard against Bai Qingqing. 

In reality, without Xia ruofei’s permission, Bai Qingqing would not have been able to break through the 

barrier between the mountain and sea realm. This was because that barrier involved the foundation of 

the entire spirit map world. Even if Bai Qingqing’s comprehension of space doubled, she would not have 

been able to break through that barrier. 

Xia ruofei did this out of habit. 

After keeping the most important world stone, Xia ruofei immediately started to look for the computer 

that Manzila had mentioned. 

In fact, he didn’t need to look for it, because the laptop was placed on a desk in the secret room, and it 

was very eye-catching. 

Xia ruofei walked to the desk, sat down, and turned on the computer. 

A few seconds later, the computer entered the system login page. 

Xia ruofei entered the system password that he had gotten from Manzila and mumbled to himself, ” 

“The computer’s configuration is not bad ...” 

After entering the system, Xia ruofei immediately clicked on the skeleton pirate flag icon on the desktop. 

It was a browser that was developed by the modr organization. There were many talents in the 

organization, so the development of the browser was not too difficult. This browser was specially 

developed for the modr organization’s intranet. 

Only through this browser and the hardware Ukey could one log into the internal network of the modr 

organization. 

Of course, in the end, they still needed an account password. Different account passwords would also 

correspond to different privileges. 



Manzila’s account naturally had the highest authority. 

The first page of the pirate flag browser was the internal website of the mord organization. 

Xia ruofei entered the password that Manzila had provided and successfully logged into the website. 

After entering the intranet, Xia ruofei clicked into the sub-page of the dark shadow Squad and found the 

list of tasks without much effort. 

This list recorded in detail the time, client, transaction amount, completion status, and so on of each 

business. 

Xia ruofei looked through the list carefully. There were not many requests from Huaxia. He quickly found 

the one that involved the assassination of song Qiming. 

The record for this business was also very detailed. The Commission was one million dollars, and the 

remarks column had been marked with the word ” mission failure ” and listed the losses. 

The task was entrusted through the internet. 

It was not surprising that the mord organization had its own internet channel to place orders. In the age 

of the internet, if they could only accept missions in places like small taverns like in the last century, 

their business would have been closed long ago. 

In fact, many assassin organizations had their own internet channels to place orders and collect deposits 

and commissions through some anonymous bank accounts. They naturally had their own ways to escape 

the tracking and surveillance of the internet. 

Xia ruofei’s heart sank when he saw that the order was placed through the internet. This was because 

the modr organization might not even have detailed information about the client. 

He frowned and looked at the client column. As expected, the client was called ” Mr. Lu. ” Was it ” Mr. 

Lu ” or ” Mr. Lu “? It could also be “Mr. Lu.”In short, there were many possibilities. 

But it was obviously a Chinese surname. 

Of course, this name couldn’t be accurate. After all, anyone with a brain would use an alias for such a 

thing. 

‘ This is a little troublesome ...’ Xia ruofei thought as he frowned. 

He continued to study the information carefully. Suddenly, a column caught his attention. The deposit of 

the deal was 200000 dollars. Only after receiving the money would the modr organization receive the 

details of the target and send people to carry out the mission. The 200,000 dollars had been transferred 

through a Swiss bank account, and the bank account name displayed on the screen was ” Mr Liu. ” 

Mr. Liu? Xia ruofei couldn’t help but raise his eyebrows. He naturally thought of the huge Liu family in 

the capital. 

Could it be the Liu family? Xia ruofei’s mind was spinning. 



He gathered his thoughts and recalled that song Qiming’s incident happened after he started treating 

elder Liu. Before that, he basically admitted that he had attacked Liu haojun. Although he did not leave 

any evidence behind, the Liu family would definitely be able to confirm that he was the one who did it. 

Then, a few days after he treated elder Liu, Song Qiming was assassinated. 

Could it be that the Liu family couldn’t bear the resentment in their hearts, so they privately sought out 

the modr organization? 

But this was also somewhat illogical! Firstly, he had already started treating old man Liu. If he were to 

anger him now, it would not do the Liu family any good. On the other hand, even if the Liu family hated 

him to the core, why would they go after song Qiming? Moreover, he had killed song Qiming directly. 

This was worth discussing. After all, song Qiming was not directly related to him. On the contrary, if song 

Qiming was really assassinated and the mastermind behind the scenes was exposed, it would definitely 

cause a huge uproar. 

The losses of house Liu’s actions completely outdid their gains! 

Xia ruofei analyzed for a while. He felt that it was not very reliable to think that the Liu family did it just 

based on a bank account. After all, it did not seem possible from a motive. 

What’s more, the client’s information might be an alias, and the bank account might not be registered 

with real information. Many banks abroad could even leave their names anonymous, but the security 

was slightly less. The other party did not recognize people, only tokens. As long as one had the token 

given by the bank, they could withdraw money, transfer money, and other operations. 

Even if this information was true, there were too many people with the surname Liu in the world. How 

could it be related to the Liu family? 

Xia ruofei furrowed his brows and touched his nose. He didn’t expect that he still couldn’t find out 

anything about the mastermind even after investigating to this extent. He couldn’t help but feel a little 

disappointed. 

However, Xia ruofei’s eyes quickly focused on the computer screen. 

He found another piece of information that might be useful. 

In addition to providing users with a remote platform to place orders, mord’s internet channel also 

collected as much user information as possible. 

Here, he noticed a note next to the client column. An IP address was recorded on it. It was the IP 

address used by the other party when placing the order. 

Although this IP was likely to be a meat machine, Xia ruofei did not plan to let go of this clue. 

He did a quick check. It was easy to find specific information with this kind of fixed IP. He found that the 

IP address came from a province in northwest China and was posted on a company’s website. 

Xia ruofei immediately searched for information on the company and his face darkened. It was a small 

company controlled by the Liu family. 



At this moment, Liu haojun’s face appeared in Xia ruofei’s mind ... 

If it was really the Liu family’s doing, then Liu haojun was undoubtedly the most suspicious. After all, he 

was the only one who had a bone – deep hatred for Xia ruofei. Furthermore, he had never known why 

he had been defeated at the three mountains. Now that Xia ruofei had indirectly admitted to it, the 

news would definitely reach Liu haojun. 

Liu haojun had fallen from being the Liu family’s Star of Hope and God’s favored son to his current state 

all because of Xia ruofei. When he heard such news, it was hard to guarantee that he would not lose his 

mind. 

As for why he chose to kill song Qiming, he was not too sure. 

Xia ruofei couldn’t sit still anymore. He took out a phone from his storage space, entered Zhao Yongjun’s 

number, and dialed it ... 

Chapter 2376 Surface of the water Part Zhao Yongjun had prepared this for Xia ruofei before he left the 

country the last time. It was for emergency contact. 

The SIM card was anonymous, and even the phone was custom – made. Zhao Yongjun’s father, Zhao 

Cheng, was a senior leader in the military. The military had a large number of orders for custom – made 

secret phones every year, so it was not difficult for him to get one or two custom – made phones. 

After the call was made, Zhao Yongjun picked up after a few rings. 

There was a hint of worry in his voice.””Brother, did you encounter any trouble?” 

This phone was prepared for emergency contact. If Xia ruofei had returned to China, he would not have 

used this number to contact him. Now that he was using this number, he was most likely still abroad and 

might have met with some trouble, which was why he was a little anxious. 

Zhao Yongjun was cautious. Although this custom – made phone was much safer than ordinary phones, 

it was impossible to completely block all surveillance. After all, there was no absolute in technology. He 

also knew that Xia ruofei was using a fake identity to leave the country, so he didn’t call out his name. 

Xia ruofei chuckled.”Brother Zhao, don’t be nervous. It’s nothing ... It’s just that there’s a sudden 

situation that I’m not too sure about. I wanted to ask you.” 

Zhao Yongjun let out a sigh of relief and smiled,””You scared me to death! Tell me, what’s the matter?” 

“Brother Zhao,” Xia ruofei asked seriously,”I want to know ... Where has Liu haojun been sent to after he 

returned from the three mountains?” 

It wasn’t a secret in the circle of rich men in the capital. Zhao Yongjun didn’t ask why Xia ruofei was 

asking about Liu haojun and said,””Him! After the incident in the southeast province, he didn’t even 

return to the capital. He was directly sent to the northern Shaan province and arranged to stay in a 

subsidiary of the Liu family enterprise in Chang ‘an city. ” 

Xia ruofei was stunned and asked,””Brother Zhao, does that mean Liu haojun is in Chang ‘an?” 



Zhao Yongjun smiled.”I heard that it’s not in Chang ‘an city, but in a very poor County below. Maybe it’s 

to make him reflect on himself!” Anyway, I’ve arranged a very basic position for him. I guess this kid will 

never have any hope of turning things around in his life!” 

When Xia ruofei heard that it was in a County below Chang ‘an city, his eyes narrowed and he quickly 

asked,””Do you have a specific address and company name?” 

Zhao Yongjun was taken aback.”You’re quite detailed ... But I’m not too sure. Who would care about this 

kind of thing?!” 

Liu haojun’s incident had become a laughing stock in the circle, so Zhao Yongjun didn’t need to 

deliberately ask around to know the news on the surface, but Zhao Yongjun definitely wouldn’t know 

which County he was sent to, as well as the specific company name and address. He didn’t have the time 

to ask around. 

However, since Xia ruofei asked, Zhao Yongjun naturally wouldn’t answer with an “I don’t know” so he 

immediately said,””It’s not difficult to get this information. If you want to know, I’ll call someone to 

ask!” 

Xia ruofei said,”then I’ll have to trouble you!” And ... Brother Zhao, this matter is quite urgent, and this 

information is very important to me. Can you do it as soon as possible? I’ll keep this phone on and wait 

for your news. ” 

“Don’t worry! When have I ever delayed your matters?” Zhao Yongjun smiled and said,”I’ll call you back 

in half an hour!” 

“Alright!” Xia ruofei was overjoyed.”Brother Zhao is the best! I’ll be waiting for your news then! I’m 

hanging up!” 

After hanging up the phone, the smile on Xia ruofei’s face disappeared. His expression became cold and 

distant. Although he did not get any specific information, from the information he had so far, Liu haojun 

was the biggest suspect! 

The small company that the Liu family controlled was located in Pingan County, one of the poorest 

counties in Chang ‘an city. It matched the information provided by Zhao Yongjun perfectly. 

As for the client’s name “MR LU,” it was very likely that Liu haojun had filled it out casually. After all,”LU” 

and “LIU” only differed by one letter. 

If Liu haojun was the one who did it, it was unlikely that he would let someone else do it. After all, the 

impact of the incident was too great. Even if the Liu family and the song family were not on good terms, 

if they knew about Liu haojun’s crazy actions, they would definitely stop him. 

Maybe he didn’t write “LIU” but “LU” at that time, just to hide it from people. However, his methods 

were too low. He directly logged into the website of the modr organization from the company to place 

the order, and his IP was tracked. In addition, although the account that paid the deposit was overseas, 

it was not an anonymous account. This showed that Liu haojun’s awareness of anti – reconnaissance 

was quite weak. 



Of course, all of this was under the premise that Liu haojun was the one who had instructed them to do 

so. 

As for whether it was him or not, he would be able to confirm it after Zhao Yongjun got the information 

in ten minutes. 

Xia ruofei didn’t wait for Zhao Yongjun to call back. Instead, he pulled open the drawer and took out an 

identical laptop. 

The computer just now could only access the internal website of the modr organization and browse the 

internet, but it did not store any information. 

Chapter 2377 Surfacing (2) 

According to Manzila, many valuable things were stored in the laptop that Xia ruofei had just taken out. 

The two computers were almost identical. The laptop that Xia ruofei found in the drawer had the 

wireless Internet access and Bluetooth module removed. The other optical drive only had the function 

of reading the drive and not recording. 

As the number one figure in the modr organization, Manzila could be said to know all the secrets of the 

entire mercenary organization, which were basically stored in this computer. 

Manzila was actually a very cautious person. This could be seen from the fact that he had never revealed 

his identity as the leader of the modr organization for so many years. He even used the prominent 

identity of the high priest of arulei as a cover. 

Therefore, Manzila was also very careful in terms of information security. 

This laptop with the wireless Internet access module and Bluetooth module removed was used to store 

confidential information. The reason for removing these modules was naturally to prevent information 

leakage. It directly isolated the computer from the outside world. 

When he needed to copy information or install software, he would also directly record the data into a 

disk for data migration. 

For this reason, he even changed the CD – ROM drive to an ordinary one with no recording function. 

This was to prevent Trojan viruses from secretly recording the data on the CD and hiding it. 

This way, the next time he used the CD on a computer connected to the internet, the Trojan virus would 

secretly send the stolen information to the designated mailbox through email. 

If the CD – ROM drive had no recording function, and the use of USB drives and mobile hard drives to 

reverse data was prohibited, then there would naturally be no such hidden dangers. 

With such tight security, the things stored in the computer would naturally be very valuable. 

Among them was the most complete list of all the members of the mord organization. Of course, the 

most useful one to Xia ruofei was undoubtedly the list of members of the dark shadow Squad. 

This was because the dark shadow Squad was not like mercenary groups, where they moved as a group 

most of the time. The dark shadow Squad was actually made up of several relatively fixed combat 



teams. Usually, only one or several teams would be sent for a mission. Basically, the members of the 

dark shadow Squad would not gather together. They were usually scattered all over the country, 

including arulei and some other countries around it, even Europe, Asia, and other places. 

Without this list, it would be impossible for Xia ruofei to uproot the dark shadow Squad. 

Once he obtained this list, he would be able to follow the map. 

This was because the register didn’t only record their names, photos, and other information. It also 

included their hiding places, even their secret codes, and so on. It could be said to be very detailed. 

With this roster, Xia ruofei could save a lot of trouble. 

After Xia ruofei found the name list, he scanned through it briefly and made a copy of it on the table. He 

could open it the next time he needed it. 

Xia ruofei searched on his computer and found a file named “data. Doyle” in a deep folder in the system 

drive. 

If it was not for Manzila’s instructions, Xia ruofei would not have noticed such a file in the system drive. 

Xia ruofei changed the Postfix of the file to “.docx” and double – clicked it. A document was immediately 

presented in front of Xia ruofei. 

This was originally a Word document, but Manzila had deliberately changed the Postfix of the document 

to “. Doyle” and hidden it in a very deep path in the system drive. It could be said that he was extremely 

cautious. 

Xia ruofei glanced at the document and his eyes lit up. 

The document wasn’t big, only one page, but the contents of this page were worth thousands of gold. 

The document recorded more than a dozen accounts of various sizes and the corresponding passwords. 

Most of these accounts were opened in Switzerland where the banking industry was the most 

developed, and they came from six or seven different banks. 

In addition to the account number and password, the document also noted the reservation information 

of each bank in detail. When transferring money, many banks would need to check the reservation 

information to ensure the safety of the client’s property. 

Xia ruofei immediately pulled out another laptop and found the website of one of the banks from the 

browser’s folder. 

After opening the URL, he quickly entered the login page. 

After Xia ruofei logged in with the account password recorded in the document, he checked the balance 

of the anonymous account and found that there were six million US dollars in it. 

In fact, all the accounts and passwords recorded in that document were real and valid. The money that 

the modr organization, or Manzilla, had saved over the years, was all stored in these banks. 



Now that the leader of the modr group, Manzila, had become Xia ruofei’s prisoner, Manzila’s things 

naturally became Xia ruofei’s spoils. 

Hence, he did not hesitate at all. He immediately operated on the internet and the six million USD was 

transferred into Xia ruofei’s overseas bank account. 

After the transaction, Xia ruofei followed the document and opened the second bank’s website. 

Check the balance! Transfer! 

Then, it was the third account, the fourth account ... 

Xia ruofei was happily harvesting Manzila’s assets. 

In a short while, Xia ruofei logged into the bank for all the accounts and passwords recorded in the 

document. Then, he transferred all the money to his own account, not leaving even a cent. 

After the money had been transferred to more than ten accounts, Xia ruofei did a rough calculation. Just 

this alone, he had almost more than one billion US dollars in his account! 

Just one account alone contributed more than 200 million US dollars, and the other accounts ranged 

from millions to tens of millions. 

After Xia ruofei had transferred all the money, he was still a little unsatisfied. He mumbled to 

himself,””It’s still those who do business without capital who are rich! Why don’t you have a few more 

accounts? I will definitely work for several days and nights without feeling tired!” 

Xia ruofei even wondered if he should look for more criminal organizations that were full of evil to deal 

with. If all the foreign organizations were as rich as the mord organization, it wouldn’t take long for 

them to become a billionaire in US dollars! 

Of course, Xia ruofei was just thinking about it. With his own strength, it was impossible for him to 

destroy so many criminal organizations. Besides, he did not have the energy to care about it. 

All in all, Xia ruofei was more inclined to take things slow and steady, using reasonable and legal means 

to develop his career. 

After reaping the profits, Xia ruofei didn’t wait for long before Zhao Yongjun called. 

“Brother, I’ve already asked around for you!” Zhao Yongjun said,”after Liu haojun left San Shan, he was 

sent directly to Pingan County, Chang ‘an city in the beixia province. There’s a company called 

Yuancheng trading company there. In fact, it’s a subsidiary company controlled by the Liu family ... 

Strictly speaking, it’s a’ Sun Company ‘. The controlling party is a subsidiary company of the Liu family 

enterprise. It’s very small and unremarkable. Liu haojun was arranged to be the deputy manager of that 

trading company. I’ve already texted you the address and information, you can check it yourself!” 

Xia ruofei heard a message notification when he answered the phone. He must have received a message 

from Zhao Yongjun. 

Xia ruofei’s eyes narrowed as he said,”brother Zhao, thank you!” You’ve done me a great favor! I’ll treat 

you to a drink later!” 



“Hahaha! You’re too polite!” Zhao Yongjun said with a smile. 

Considering that Xia ruofei was hiding his identity and moving around overseas, Zhao Yongjun didn’t talk 

much with Xia ruofei and hung up the phone. 

Xia ruofei’s expression had turned extremely cold. He didn’t even need to check the address message 

from Zhao Yongjun to confirm that the mastermind behind this “MR LIU” was Liu haojun! 

Chapter 2378 African cultivators (1) 

Xia ruofei had checked the client’s IP address recorded by the modr organization and found out that it 

was the Yuancheng trading company located in Pingan County. 

How could there be a company with the exact same name in such a poor County? 

Not to mention, in a place with an average annual income of less than 10000 dollars, who could afford 

to pay a million dollars to buy the life of a leader in another province thousands of miles away? 

Moreover, from the transfer information, the person’s surname was most likely Liu, and Liu haojun 

happened to work in this company. 

With so much information combined, if they still couldn’t lock onto Liu haojun, how many coincidences 

would happen that had a low probability of happening? 

But even so, Xia ruofei still looked at the address Zhao Yongjun sent. 

There was no mistake! It was exactly the same as the address he had found through IP tracing! 

“Liu haojun!” Xia ruofei muttered to himself coldly, his eyes filled with unconcealed killing intent. 

At this moment, Liu haojun, who was thousands of miles away in northwest China, sneezed for no 

reason and felt a chill all over his body. 

Liu haojun was sitting in a simple – looking office. He mumbled to himself with a gloomy 

expression,””The weather in this godforsaken place is really ... It’s all that little bastard Xia ruofei’s fault! 

Motherf * cker! The killer organization that Lu Hua recommended was not reliable at all! And they even 

called themselves the blade of Africa! You took my money and messed things up! Fuck!” 

…… 

The temple of arulei, in the underground secret room of the high priest Manzila’s residence. 

Xia ruofei calmed himself down and kept the two laptops into the medium. 

Then, he swept through the secret room again and found many valuable things. 

It was similar to what he had found at Golden Fox Metatron’s place yesterday. There was gold, 

diamonds, and some cash, worth about three to four million dollars. 

Xia ruofei didn’t count them carefully and just kept them all in the spirit map space. 

Then, Xia ruofei thought for a while, and with a thought, he grabbed Manzila out of the space cage and 

threw him on the ground. 



Manzila’s face was filled with fear. He panted heavily while looking at Xia ruofei with respect. 

After being put into the spirit map space, Xia ruofei stopped his spiritual hypnosis so he quickly woke up 

and realized his situation. 

Unlike other people, Manzila was already a practitioner. His practice theory was not systematic, and he 

spent most of his time fumbling around by himself. However, he still had some understanding of 

practice, so he could immediately feel that the concentration of spiritual energy in the environment was 

extremely high. 

Then, he found himself trapped in an extremely small and invisible cage. 

As a cultivator, Manzila’s shock at this time was simply indescribable. In his opinion, this was the 

masterpiece of the legendary Super Master who had mastered the laws of space. 

When he thought about the young man’s powerful fighting strength and his terrifying hypnotism 

technique, Manzila’s heart sank to the bottom. Memories of the time when he was hypnotized could 

not be erased. He could still remember them after the event. Of course, he remembered that after he 

was hypnotized, he spilled everything he knew to Xia ruofei without any hesitation. He would not even 

reveal the top – secret information that he would not reveal when he was sleeping. 

In Manzila’s eyes, this was simply the work of a God! 

However, he still did not know why this mysterious Eastern High – Level cultivator came all the way here 

to find trouble with him. From the way the other party had hypnotized him, it was likely that the modr 

organization had carried out a mission to assassinate song Qiming. This Eastern cultivator must have a 

very close relationship with the target song Qiming. 

“Those idiots! He dared to accept any mission! Why don’t you check the basic situation of the target in 

advance?” Manzila could not help but curse in arulei’s dialect. 

Just as Manzila was gritting his teeth and cursing the dark shadow Squad, he suddenly felt his body 

become sluggish. Then, he felt the world spinning around him. After a moment of dizziness, he realized 

that he was in a secret chamber. Standing in front of him was a smiling Xia ruofei. 

Manzila looked at the mess on the floor and knew that the other party must have taken everything 

away. He clearly remembered how he cooperated with Xia ruofei’s questions. There were even a few 

times when Xia ruofei did not think about it, but he took the initiative to tell him everything. For 

example, the two laptops, or the file with the bank account password that he had hidden in more than 

ten banks. He was the one who took the initiative to tell Xia ruofei. Xia ruofei had only casually asked if 

there were any valuable items in the secret room and he had confessed everything one by one, as if he 

was taking credit for it. 

That was all the wealth that he had accumulated over the years! Manzila felt that his heart was 

bleeding. 

At the same time, he also felt a deep sense of despair. The other party’s absolute strength was much 

higher than his. The two of them were not on the same level at all. Moreover, his hands and feet were 

all broken, and he had no strength to fight at all. 



Xia ruofei had obviously gotten what he wanted. So ... Should he kill her to silence her? 

Thinking of this, Manzila could not help but shiver. 

If he were to be killed here, it would take a long time for the people outside to find him. Only he knew 

the details of this secret room. Even his confidant, Boak, only knew that he had set up a very safe secret 

room in his residence, but he didn’t know the exact location or the password to open it. 

Chapter 2379 African cultivator.Therefore, if he died here, it meant that there was no possibility for his 

body to be buried. His body would gradually rot in this dark underground secret room, and in the end ... 

He might become a skeleton! Manzila thought in fear. 

Just then, Xia ruofei spoke. 

“I still have a few questions to ask you,” he said indifferently. 

“Please ask!” Manzila quickly replied. Ask away! I’ll definitely tell you everything I know!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”you’re actually using Chinese idioms!” It seems like your Chinese isn’t as bad 

as you said!” 

After teasing him, Xia ruofei immediately said seriously,””I have to hypnotize you before I ask you 

questions. Otherwise, who knows if you will deliberately use false information to disrupt my thoughts?” 

“I wouldn’t dare ... I wouldn’t dare ...” Manzila said in fear and trepidation. He had completely lost the 

reserved manner of the leader of the Morde organization and the high priest of arulei. 

“It’s your business whether you dare or not. I definitely won’t take such a risk!” Xia ruofei said,”so, you 

have two choices now. One is to continue resisting, and the other is to cooperate and enter the state of 

hypnosis as soon as possible. ” 

Manzila pondered for a moment and sighed,”Alright! You can hypnotize me, I promise I won’t resist!” 

Manzilla had also let it go. Anyway, even if he resisted with all his might, he would not be able to escape 

in the end. Moreover, he was still injured and could not escape at all. 

Instead of being tortured by the other party’s mental strength and then hypnotizing him after his mental 

strength was exhausted, it was better to cooperate and suffer less. 

“A wise man submits to circumstances!” Xia ruofei smiled. 

Then, he walked to Manzila and said,””I’m going to start the hypnosis. Remember, don’t try to resist!” 

“I know ...” Manzila said in frustration. 

Xia ruofei then followed the spiritual hypnotism technique and used all his spiritual power to cover 

Manzila. 

As expected, Manzila did not resist. Xia ruofei easily hypnotized him. 

Xia ruofei checked Manzila’s condition and confirmed that he was really hypnotized. He then 

asked,””Manzila, how did you learn our Chinese martial arts?” 



“Our mercenaries found a cave in a Valley in South Sudan Sutan. Inside ...” Manzilla immediately replied. 

As Manzila explained, Xia ruofei roughly understood the ins and outs of the matter. 

The cave in South Sudan Sutan should be the abode of a cultivator. As for why this cultivator came to 

the distant continent of Africa to open up an abode to cultivate, it was unknown. 

However, it was certain that this cultivator must have existed for a long time, because the protective 

barrier he had set up was already in ruins. A group of ordinary people without any cultivation 

Foundation had actually broken the protective barrier with the attack of firearms. 

There were some things left behind by the cultivator in the cave, including a cultivation technique, a few 

medicinal pills, and the black “big stone.” 

The mercenaries found that there was an invisible barrier in the cave and bombarded it several times 

before it was blown open. They thought that there must be something valuable inside, but they did not 

expect that there was only a book, a few porcelain bottles, and a black “big stone”. 

In the end, all these gains were handed over to Manzila, who was already the leader of the modr 

organization. 

At first, Manzila did not take these gains seriously, until one time he mistakenly took a pill, and his whole 

body was extremely hot. Finally, he mistakenly tried according to the meridian circulation diagram 

drawn in the manual, and actually succeeded! 

After the successful training, Manzila could clearly feel the change in his physique and the increase in his 

strength. Only then did he realize how precious these spoils of war were. 

Thus, he couldn’t wait to start cultivating. 

However, the manual was written in Chinese, so he couldn’t just look at the pictures. 

So Manzila started to learn Chinese again. 

It was just that the Chinese he learned now was very different from the classical Chinese used by the 

ancient people. He had suffered a lot and really “translated” the text of the cultivation method into 

arulei’s text. However, no one knew how accurate this was. 

What made Manzilla even more mad was that those mercenaries did not pay much attention to this 

thing at the beginning, especially this martial arts book full of foreign characters. No one would treat it 

as a treasure. There was actually a guy who could not find any paper in the wild and tore two pages to 

use! 

Therefore, this cultivation technique was missing two pages. 

Under such circumstances, Manzila’s cultivation was still fine, and he had even reached refined Qi Level 

3. His spiritual power was even higher, which was a miracle. 

Of course, this also meant that Manzila was very likely to be a cultivation genius, and his talent was 

definitely very suitable for cultivation. 



Otherwise, how could he have stepped into the third level of the Qi refining realm with just a book that 

was missing two pages, a half – baked translation of the cultivation method, a few bottles of medicinal 

pills, and the fact that he had missed the best age to practice? He probably wouldn’t even be able to 

cross the gates of cultivation. 

With the increase in his cultivation, Manzila felt that the power he could control was even more 

powerful. Especially after his mental power increased, he found that he actually had the ability to take 

things from a distance, which made him even more fanatical about cultivation. 

In order to carry forward the cultivation method from the mysterious East, Manzila also selected a few 

people as a high priest and taught them the cultivation method. 

The high priest’s identity was a bit mysterious, so it was appropriate to use this identity to do this. 

However, the physique for cultivation was one in a hundred or even one in a thousand. Not to mention, 

there was a certain difference between the physique of African people and Chinese people. There were 

even fewer people with the talent for cultivation. Therefore, in the past few years, only Dhaka had 

barely stepped into the door of cultivation. The teachings of other students had eventually come to an 

end. 

Hence, Manzilla began to train Daka and sent him to China to study. He also gave him a very glorious 

mission to search for ancient Chinese books, especially those related to Daoist health cultivation. He 

wanted as many as he could find. 

When Dhaka was studying in China, and after he started working, he bought a lot of ancient books for 

Manzila. 

This time, he learned from the internet that someone in China was selling an ancient book that was said 

to be an immortal cultivation technique. He immediately flew from arulei to Ethiopia and flew to China. 

He traded it at a very high price. Of course, the money was Manzi ‘s. 

It was a pity that cultivation techniques could not be bought on the market. In the end, Manzilla came 

with hope and left in disappointment. 

After Xia ruofei heard Manzila’s story, he was dumbfounded. 

How could he become a third Qi layer cultivator like this? This talent was a little too awesome! 

He had grabbed Manzila out of the space to ask him about cultivation. It seemed that the so – called 

African Black cultivators had actually inherited the legacy of the Huaxia cultivators. It was likely that 

there were no real cultivators on the African continent. 

After Xia ruofei had clarified, he threw Manzila back into the medium. 

He also used his mental power to carefully search the secret room. Then, he took out the spirit map 

scroll. 

Xia ruofei was prepared to use the secret room, which was a hidden and safe place, to enter the spirit 

map space. 



This time, they had captured quite a number of prisoners, and these people were all locked up in the 

space cage! He had already been locked up for a day. If he continued, he might really drive a few of 

them crazy. This was his free labor, and he couldn’t waste it. 

Xia ruofei stuffed the spirit map scroll into a hidden corner and entered the spirit map space. 

Chapter 2380 Taking in the captives (1) 

When Xia ruofei arrived at the mountain and sea realm in the spirit map space, Bao Guijun, Qian guiyou, 

and the others were working hard in the herb garden. They had been following China’s time in the 

space. It was now three in the afternoon in arulei, which was about ninety in the morning in China. It 

was the morning working time. 

After Xia ruofei entered the medium, Xia Qing immediately told Bao Guijun and the others to continue 

with their work. He flashed in front of Xia ruofei and called out respectfully,””Master, you’re here!” 

Xia ruofei nodded slightly and said,”are the mobile houses in place?” This time, I’ve sent you a lot of 

manpower. You have to arrange and manage them well!” 

“Yes! Thank you, master!” Xia Qing said as she bowed slightly. 

Although Xia ruofei had captured more than 100 people in the past two days and locked them in small 

spatial cages, these spatial cages could be placed anywhere in this vast space, including high up in the 

sky. 

As long as Xia ruofei didn’t want them to be discovered, no one in this space would be able to find them, 

including Xia Qing and Bai Qingqing. Even though Bai Qingqing could feel that the space fluctuations 

were different, she could not see what was going on inside the space cage. 

In terms of understanding of the laws of space, Xia ruofei was definitely not as good as Bai Qingqing. 

However, in this world, he could be said to be invincible. This was his absolute control over the spirit 

map space. 

Hence, even though there was such a huge commotion outside and Xia ruofei had captured so many 

people, Xia Qing and Bao Guijun did not notice at all. 

Xia ruofei reached out his hand and grabbed something in the air. 

Figures suddenly appeared in the sky and fell down, even temporarily covering the sky. 

Bao Guijun and the others, who were working, were dumbfounded at the scene in front of them. 

The new captives that Xia ruofei had just captured were scared out of their wits. They waved their hands 

and legs in the air in vain, but they could not find any place to hold on to. Their ears were filled with the 

sound of the wind and they could see the green earth approaching them quickly. 

Most of these prisoners were captured from the training camp in the town of Basoko. Many of them 

were unconsciously captured in their sleep, and after waking up, they were trapped in such a narrow 

and monotonous space for more than a day. Many of them were on the verge of a mental breakdown. 



Now that he had finally come out, he found that his situation seemed to be even worse. He was going to 

be smashed into meat patties! 

Many people closed their eyes in despair. 

However, at this moment, they felt a gentle force supporting their bodies, and then their falling 

momentum immediately slowed down, slowly landing on the ground. 

Many people’s legs went soft, and they couldn’t stand at all, falling directly to the ground. 

Bao Guijun and the others all stopped what they were doing. It wasn’t that they were slacking off, but 

that their brains had almost stopped thinking. They were completely dumbfounded. 

Bao Guijun and the others could tell from the clothes of these newcomers that they were from the 

barsoco town training camp because Bao Guijun and the others had also come from there. 

Moreover, that night, Bao Guijun and Huang rujue were taken to the outside world by Xia ruofei to act 

as temporary interpreters. They could more or less guess what had happened. 

However, they did not expect Xia ruofei to be so fierce. Looking at the scale, he must have wiped out the 

entire secret training camp in Basoko town! 

The sharp – eyed Qian guiyou even noticed the person in charge of the training camp, the Golden Fox 

Metatron, in the crowd. 

After these people landed, they discovered that their bodies were bound by an invisible force, and they 

could not move freely. 

Xia ruofei glanced at them, then reached out his hand and grabbed Manzila out of the crowd. 

Manzila saw Xia ruofei’s “grab” with his own eyes. He remembered that he had just performed the 

“grab” in front of Xia ruofei. Although it was both the use of spiritual power, Manzila had to admit that 

his performance was really child’s play when compared with Xia ruofei ‘s. 

Xia ruofei pointed at Manzila and said to Xia Qing,””This person’s hands and feet are broken. Treat him a 

little. Don’t use too good of a medicine, just use the ready – made herbs planted in our medicine 

garden. Whether he can be cured or not will depend on his luck. ” 

The scale of Xia ruofei’s herb garden continued to expand. Other than the herbs needed to produce the 

Jade skin cream and the heart – nourishing soup, some common herbs were also planted. It was not 

difficult for Xia Qing to use the herbs produced in the interspace to make some medicine. 

In fact, Xia ruofei was not worried that Manzila would become disabled. It would be a waste of food to 

deal with a level 3 Qi cultivator in such an environment with rich spiritual energy. If he could not even 

deal with such a small injury, then his cultivation would have been in vain. 

“Yes, master ...” Xia Qing said. 

Not far from the edge of the herb garden, Bao Guijun and the others were curiously observing the 

situation. They were also chatting in low voices, “Who’s that old man? He looked so pitiful! My limbs are 

broken ...” 



“He must have done something bad and was caught by master!” 

“Looking at his wrinkled face, he shouldn’t be young! Can he really survive in this place?” 

Although Bao Guijun and the others spoke softly, they could not hide from Xia ruofei’s ears. 

 


